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W E  F O L L O W  O U R  D R E A M

We all know that the best way to discover a new place is to walk around 
with a local friend. That’s why our team of young local people, with a 

strong international background, is your best choice!

FollowMI Around was founded a few years ago by a group of young Italian 
entrepreneurs who experienced living abroad for years and found out how 

passionate they were about travelling and discovering other cultures. 
They left their corporate jobs and gathered all their experience and

skills to give life to a dream: share the Italian culture in the most genuine 
way possible, to offer you a travel experience as if you were a local!

Do you want to make your trip to Italy really unique? 
Book with us an authentic experience!

Pick your favorite way to discover hidden gems,
delicious food, fashion and more!

ABOUT US



MILAN



H I G H L I G H T S

PIAZZA AFFARI one of the most important 
financial centers in Europe

SAN MAURIZIO AL MONASTERO
MAGGIORE  the Sixtine Chapel of Milan

VIA BRISA from Ancient Rome to 
contemporary design in 200 meters

DUOMO the 5th largest church in the world

I N C L U S I O N S

•  2 hours walk with a local

•  Many interesting stories 

•  Tips and advice for your stay

•  Insights on the best gelato in town

If you want to meet the stars that light up the history and architecture
of this city, join our Best of Milan tour. From the big boss Duomo

 to the mighty Sforza Castle, you’ll get to know the milestones of our town,
plus a lot of hidden gems your guidebook won’t show you.
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BEST OF MILAN
DISCOVER THE CITY

Duomo Cathedral is indeed the most iconic symbol of Milan, but only few people 
know its most stunning part: the marble rooftop! Our special Duomo tour starts 
from the top, where you can get by elevator, to take amazing pictures framed by 

Gothic spires and magnificent statues, before descending to admire the immense 
cathedral’s interior. Skip the line and enjoy unique views from

one of the highest point of the city!

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Walk with an art lover

•  Public transport & coffee break

•  Entrance ticket to rooftops and cathedral

•  Digital pictures of the experience

H I G H L I G H T S

INSIDE the Duomo, discover many secrets, 
from the first sundial to a special statue 

ROOFTOP take the best pictures of the city 
from above

ENJOY the thousands of statues that
decorate the cathedral

DURATION

2 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)

DURATION

2 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)
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DUOMO CATHEDRAL
DISCOVER THE CITY



More into something unexpected and certainly less touristic? 
Follow us on our Secret Milan tour towards the beautiful Porta Venezia
district, full of art-nouveau buildings, lovely shops and secret gardens.

You may even find out there’s a flock of flamingos living in a garden in Milan!
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SECRET MILAN
DISCOVER THE CITY

The shape of Milan is constantly changing. Many archistars have left
their mark here, where you can feel that the history of the city is still alive,
through the walls of these stunning buildings. Let’s travel together through

time, admiring renaissance gems and futuristic skyscrapers
a stone’s throw away from each other.

DURATION

2,5 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)

DURATION

2 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)
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DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE
DISCOVER THE CITY

H I G H L I G H T S

VIA DELLA SPIGA the shopping street
of your dreams

VILLA NECCHI CAMPIGLIO the secret 
garden of a beautiful rationalist villa

VIA MALPIGHI two amazing Liberty
treasures along a narrow lane

PORTA VENEZIA neighborhood

I N C L U S I O N S

•  2 hours walk with a local

•  Coffee break

•  Many interesting secret places

•  Tips and advice for your stay

H I G H L I G H T S

ANCIENT PALACES where the history
of Milan was made

MODERN SKYSCRAPERS did you know that 
Milan is the Italian Manhattan?

DESIGN SHOPS where comfort meets shape 

INTRODUCTION to the coolest districts
of the city

I N C L U S I O N S

•  2 hours walk with a passionate local

•  Coffee break

•  Many interesting and unique buildings

•  Milanese design corners



Our customized experience offers the chance to discover the best of the 
global capital of fashion. Extreme edginess and luxury, two different faces 
of Milanese style, give their best in the boutiques of the Quadrilatero della 

Moda and in the independent stores scattered along the narrow lanes 
around Corso di Porta Ticinese.
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SHOPPING & FASHION
DISCOVER THE CITY

Nightlife in Milan is the best one you can find in Italy! Milanese people love 
to go to the bar after dinner, meet with friends and drink while chatting loudly. 

You can experience this ritual with us joining our unique Bar Crawl!

DURATION

2 HOURS

DISTANCE

2 KM (1,2 MILES)

DURATION

4-5 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)
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BAR CRAWL
DISCOVER THE CITY

H I G H L I G H T S

SELECTED BARS for the best drinks and 
vibes of the city

FREE drinks and fun games

MAKE NEW FRIENDS from all over the world

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Guided tour

•  1 free drink, 2 free shots

•  Discounts on more drinks

•  Special deals for club entry

H I G H L I G H T S

WALK IN THE LUXURY FASHION DISTRICT 

“QUADRILATERO DELLA MODA”
Via Monte Napoleone, Via Manzoni, Via della 
Spiga & Corso Venezia

THE ALTERNATIVE AND DESIGN AREA
Corso di Porta Ticinese with its design shops,  
Navigli where vintage and tradition meet

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Walk with a fashion lover

•  Coffee break

•  Many hidden shops

•  Unique Milanese design corners



We know you love Italian cuisine, and eating will be a pivotal part of 
your stay, that’s why we set up a funky Street Food tour just for your 
taste buds! Milan is a melting pot of all Italian food culture, so we’re 

sure you’ll get a bite of all the delicacies our nation has to offer.
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STREET FOOD TOUR
EXPERIENCE THE FOOD

Learn how to cook like a real Italian! Follow us in our kitchen 
and discover the secrets of some of the most well known dishes 
of the Italian tradition. We won’t only show you how to cook, but 

you’ll really get involved in the cooking process!

DURATION

2 HOURS

DURATION

2 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)
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COOKING CLASS
EXPERIENCE THE FOOD

H I G H L I G H T S

FOCACCIA delicious plain version of pizza

VENETIAN TRAMEZZINO surprisingly a lot 
of stuffing can fit in a tiny sandwich

CANNOLO probably the second most impor-
tant Italian work of art after the Colosseum

I N C L U S I O N S

•  3 amazing stops with food tasting

•  Water

•  Coffee

•  Tons of knowledge about Italian food

H I G H L I G H T S

LEARN HOW TO COOK the best Italian food 
while drinking delicious wine

EAT what you have prepared with the good 
company of local people

FEEL like a real Italian spending a whole 
evening around the kitchen 

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Prepare and cook a main course and
   a dessert

•  All materials and tools for the best food  
   preparation

•  Wine and drinks



Italian or French? This is the eternal debate about wine that’s been 
dividing people for centuries. Remember that, in order to be able to 

make a choice, you have to experience it personally!
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WINE TASTING
EXPERIENCE THE FOOD

Milanese people LOVE eating out. But before dinner Milanese use 
to have a ritual, a unique aspect of the tradition: Aperitivo. Enjoy a 

glass of wine or a special cocktail with some amazing nibbles before 
dinner in the magic atmosphere of the navigli. Later on, if you like, 

come with us and you will have the opportunity to live the Milanese 
food culture like a real local.

DURATION

2 HOURS
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APERITIVO ON THE NAVIGLI
EXPERIENCE THE FOOD

H I G H L I G H T S

PROSECCO did you know that one of
the ingredients of the well known Spritz
can be delicious alone? 

WHITE wines offer a wide variety of different 
flavours, discover them all with us.

RED wine is the king of the Italian table, let’s 
honour it with a proper professional tasting!

I N C L U S I O N S

•  3 glasses of different wines

•  Snacks according to the wine choice

•  Local wine expert explanation

H I G H L I G H T S

SELECTED BAR for the best aperitivo in the 
city for a unique spritz or negroni cocktail 
tasting

BEST AND TYPICAL RESTAURANT to taste 
the real dishes of the milanese tradition, such 
as risotto or cotoletta.

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Local Milanese guide and nightlife expert

•  Aperitivo: drink and nibbles

•  Dinner with main course

•  Dessert and wine

DURATION

2/4 HOURS
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OPERA GOURMET
EXPERIENCE THE OPERA

We offer this unique workshop where you will learn and become familiar with 
the fantastic world of opera. You’ll have the chance to sing, while getting ad-

vice from professional opera singers and directors. You will learn the history of 
opera since its early time, getting to know rumors and secrets stories that had 

passed from generation to generation. Eventually, you will also attend a live 
performance, to familiarize yourself with the show.

DURATION

2,5 HOURS
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OPERA WORKSHOP
EXPERIENCE THE OPERA 

H I G H L I G H T S

LISTEN to opera music sitting right in front of 
the singers

LEARN the history and secrets of Italian 
cuisine

TASTE the best food while enjoying the music

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Italian cooking class or Dinner 

•  Live Opera Music

•  Get involved with the artists,
    sing with them and get advice

H I G H L I G H T S

LISTEN to opera music sitting right in front of 
the singers

LEARN the history and secrets of opera

SING with the artists to feel a real opera star!

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Live Opera Music

•  Learn from the artists, sing with them
   and get advice

•  Get to know about the history and the   
    secrets that Italy keeps about opera

DURATION

1,5 HOURS

Opera is one of the most historic way of entertainment of the city of Milan.
Already many centuries ago people gathered in La Scala to enjoy these 
amazing stories, with orchestra music as background. Opera is now not 

anymore appreciated from everyone as it should, enjoy with us
the beauty of this piece of art in the city of La Scala.
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STREET ART TOUR
EXPERIENCE THE ART

GRAFFITI
WORKSHOP

Are you an urban jungle animal? Graffiti and 
street style are the most edgy expressions of 
art. Milan is the most important center of this 
wave in Italy, join an exciting workshop with 
some of the most known street artists in town.Duration:

min 3 hours

Meeting point/
ending point/
meeting time:
on request

Language:
english

Suggestion:
bring creativity

Inclusions:
public transportation ticket and workshop

*availability of the activity depending on weather 
condition and season

Distance covered:
depending on your 
preference

2. SPECIAL TOURS

Are you an urban jungle animal? Graffiti and street style are the most edgy
expressions of art. Milan is the most important center of this wave in Italy,

join an exciting workshop with some of the most known street artists in town.
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GRAFFITI WORKSHOP
EXPERIENCE THE ART

DURATION

min 3 HOURS

This city is full of art, though you will find some of the most amazing 
masterpieces are not behind the museum’s walls, but all over the walls! 

Yes, we’re talking about Street Art. Join the tour and don’t forget your camera.

H I G H L I G H T S

COLONNE DI SAN LORENZO where
the History of Milan is painted

CORSO DI PORTA TICINESE between 
vintage and pop art

NAVIGLI AREA is that only a fancy area
of the city?

I N C L U S I O N S

•  2 hours walk with a passionate local

•  Coffee break

•  Interesting street art unique corners

•  Tips and advice for your stay

DURATION

2,5 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)

H I G H L I G H T S

LEARN how a graffiti artist works and graffiti 
Italian history

PAINT WITH HIM following his design or your 
creativity

EXPRESS YOURSELF with this amazing 
technique

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Transport ticket

•  All necessary materials and tools

•  Local graffiti artist as a guide



URBAN PHOTO 
TOUR

Are you looking for some great shots for your 
Instagram profile? Do you want learn more 
about photography.  Join us in this exciting 
urban photo safari and discover some of the 
best spots in town.

Meeting point/
ending point/
meeting time/
duration:
on request

Distance covered:
depending on your 
preference

Language:
english

Inclusions:
public transportation ticket

*availability of the activity depending on weather 
condition and season

2. SPECIAL TOURS
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URBAN PHOTO TOUR
EXPERIENCE THE ART

AC Milan and FC Internazionale are two of the most beloved football 
clubs in the world. Come with us to the Giuseppe Meazza San Siro 
Stadium, share the thrill of the match with other 80.000 people and 

enjoy a fantastic show at the well known Theater of Soccer.
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GO TO A FOOTBALL MATCH
SPORTS & OUTDOORS

Are you looking for some great shots for your Instagram profile? Do you 
want to learn more about photography? Join us in this exciting urban 

photo safari and discover some of the best spots in town.

DURATION

ON REQUEST

DISTANCE

ON REQUEST

H I G H L I G H T S

MILAN BEST STREET ART WALLS

DISCOVER the city best hidden gems

ENRICH your Instagram profile feed with 
unique points of view

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Transport ticket

•  Local photo lover as a guide

•  Digital pictures of the experience

•  Insights on the best photo corners

H I G H L I G H T S

THE REAL MILANESE GAME DAY
EXPERIENCE

GO TO THE STADIUM with a local in 
an amazing atmosphere

SAN SIRO enjoy the game in
the Theater of Soccer

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Experience San Siro with a football lover

•  Public transport 

•  Beer or drink break

•  Check the amazing theatre of football
    from the best available seats

DURATION

4 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)
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FOOTBALL TOUR
SPORTS & OUTDOORS

CITY BIKE 
TOUR

Is there a better way to explore the city than a 
good old bike? Join us and you’ll see how easy 
is to bike around Milan and to see all the main 
spots of the city in a few hours*.

Duration:
min 3 hours

Meeting point/
ending point/
meeting time:
on request

Language:
english

Inclusions:
bike rental and guide

*availability of the activity depending on weather 
condition and season

Distance covered:
depending on your 
preference

2. SPECIAL TOURS

Is there a better way to explore the city than a good old bike?
Join us and you’ll see how easy is to bike around Milan and to

see all the main spots of the city in a few hours.
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BIKE TOUR
SPORTS & OUTDOORS

If you love soccer like more or less every Italian does, join our 
Football Tour, where you can get special insights on football, 

exploring the place where Cristiano Ronaldo and other
Ronaldos and Ronaldinhos have scored many great goals.

DURATION

4-5 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)

DURATION

min 3 HOURS

DISTANCE

ON REQUEST

H I G H L I G H T S

DUOMO where the legends were born

PARCO SEMPIONE did you know that there’s 
more than just a park behind a castle?

MILAN AND/OR INTER HEADQUARTERS  
where team strategies are created

SAN SIRO the Theater of Soccer

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Walk with a local football lover

•  Coffee and food break

•  Public transport day ticket

•  Entrance ticket to Casa Milan

•  Entrance ticket to San Siro

H I G H L I G H T S

CHECK MILAN BEAUTIES while riding
a modern bike

DISCOVER from a different point of view
the city of Milan

DO SOME HEALTHY EXERCISE while
learning about the city and its history

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Bike renting

•  City local guide

•  Many interesting stories

•  Tips and advice for your stay



KAYAK ALONG 
NAVIGLI

Water adds a touch of magic to any city.
Join a kayak session along the Navigli to admire 
this unique district of Milan from a different 
perspective. A perfect opportunity to live a fun 
experience and meet new people*Duration:

min 3 hours

Meeting point/
ending point/
meeting time:
on request

Language:
english

Inclusions:
public transport ticket and activity

*availability of the activity depending on weather 
condition and season

Distance covered:
depending on your 
preference

2. SPECIAL TOURS
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KAYAK ON THE NAVIGLI
SPORTS & OUTDOORS

Water adds a touch of magic to any city. Join a kayak session along the
Navigli to admire this unique district of Milan from a different perspective.

A perfect opportunity to live a fun experience and meet new people

DURATION

4-5 HOURS

DISTANCE

3 KM (1,8 MILES)

H I G H L I G H T S

EXPLORE NAVIGLI, MILAN’S CANALS 
discover the city from a different point of view

DO SOME HEALTHY EXERCISE while 
learning about Leonardo Da Vinci and other 
brilliant engineers

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Public transport

•  Kayak renting, certified kayak guide

•  Tips and advice for your stay

•  Insights on the best gelato in town



ITALY
LAKE COMO 

CINQUE TERRE & GENOA

FLORENCE & TUSCANY

OTHER CITIES



HIKING IN 
LAKE COMO

5. LAKE COMO EXPERIENCES 

Enjoy spectacular views and fresh air hiking on 
the mountains surrounding Lake Como.
In the area around it is possible to find both 
longer and intense route, as well as simple and 
short ones.
Join us and check what’s best for you.

Duration:
8/10 hours

Meeting point/
ending point/
meeting time:
on request

Language:
english

Inclusion:
train tickets

Distance covered:
depending on your 
preference

Enjoy spectacular views and fresh air hiking on the moun-
tains surrounding Lake Como. In the area around it is pos-

sible to find both longer and intense route, as well as simple 
and short ones. Join us and check what’s best for you.
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HIKING TOUR
LAKE COMO

Lake Como is a spectacular place! Located at the foothills of the 
Alps, the lake is known for its dramatic scenery and its stunning villas, 
such as George Clooney’s seasonal residency. But there’s much more 
than that to discover! Ancient villages, fashion and design traditions, 
surrounded by breathtaking views, await you. What’s the best way to 

explore around? That’s definitely by boat trip! What are you waiting 
for? Discover the marvels of Lake Como with us!

DURATION

3-8 HOURS

DISTANCE

ON REQUEST

DURATION

8-10 HOURS

DISTANCE

ON REQUEST
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BOAT TOUR
LAKE COMO

H I G H L I G H T S

SPECTACULAR VIEWS from the Lake,
including traditional and historic villages

LAKE COMO VILLAS fun facts and storytelling

FOOD we’ll recommend you our restaurants
of preference and Gelato shops

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Boat ticket

•  Local guide

•  Meal (if required)

•  History and secrets of the lake

H I G H L I G H T S

CHECK HOW beautiful can the lake be
from above

SMELL FREASH AIR and nature while 
walking with us, take amazing pictures

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Local guide 

•  Transport ticket if needed

•  Insights and fun facts about the city
   and the lake 

•  Spectacular views



5. LAKE COMO EXPERIENCES 

Lecco is the other famous city on the lake, 
a beautiful gem hidden by the lake and the 
mountains.
Such a beautiful landscape deserves to be 
discovered from a unique point of view! Ready 
for take off? Try a once in a life experience at 
the Aero Club Cornizzolo.

Duration:
8/10 hours

Meeting point/
ending point/
meeting time:
on request

Language:
english

Inclusion:
train tickets

Distance covered:
depending on your 
preference

PARAGLIDING 
IN LECCO

Lecco is the other famous city on the lake, a beautiful gem hidden
between mountains and freshwater. Such a beautiful landscape

deserves to be discovered from a unique point of view!
Ready to take off? Try a once-in-a-lifetime experience

at the Aero Club Cornizzolo.
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PARAGLIDING ABOVE THE LAKE
LAKE COMO

Lake Como is known to be one of the most beautiful locations in 
Lombardy. It boasts a unique natural landscape where a blue lake is 

embraced by the mountains, covered in green forests.

DURATION

8-10 HOURS

DISTANCE

ON REQUEST

DURATION

8-10 HOURS

DISTANCE

ON REQUEST
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DAY TRIP FROM MILAN
LAKE COMO

H I G H L I G H T S

COMO TOWN explore a medieval jewel in a 
beautiful location

BRUNATE take the cable car to visit this
beautiful village, located on top of the hill
overlooking Como and the lake. Enjoy the 
most beautiful views!

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Local guide 

•  Transport ticket

•  Ferry or cable car ticket

•  Insights and fun facts about the city
   and the lake

H I G H L I G H T S

CHECK how beautiful can the lake be,
seen from above the clouds

HAVE THE UNIQUE FEELING OF FLYING  
using only the power of hot and cold air,
take amazing pics and videos, to make
your friends jealous!

I N C L U S I O N S

•  Professional guide 

•  Paragliding experience

•  Transport ticket

•  Tons of adrenaline!



   +39 366 496 82 57

info@followmiaround.com

www.followmiaround.com

C O N T A C T  U S !

@FollowMIAround @followmi_around FollowMi Around




